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-Summary
This paper is a history of home computer and PC games.1 There are two branches of
games: console games and home computer games.2 In my thesis, I argue that the most important
innovations in games—both in design and in technology—occurred on the home computer, and
that that platform is thus responsible for the growth and shape of the games industry today.
If console games had been the only part of the games industry, then the industry would
have stagnated. While console game companies like Atari or Nintendo were finding new ways to
appeal to the mass market and create “the next big thing,” home computer game designers were
experimenting. From the home computer, and then PC, strand of gaming came such
technological innovations as 3D graphics engines and online gaming.3 The two most popular and
most encompassing game genres, the role-playing game and the first-person shooter, began on
the computer.4 Companies like id Software or Looking Glass Studios; people like John Carmack
or Richard Garriott; they, as will be demonstrated in the coming sections, experimented with
games’ technology and design on home computer platforms and created the most important
elements of the games industry. It was in the computer underground where the greatest advances,
the most innovative ideas, and the most excitement occurred in game design.
“Home computer games” and “PC games” refer to the same thing, and are used interchangeably depending on the
time period. In the ‘80s, “home computer” refers to the myriad number of home computer platforms available in that
decade, such as the Apple II or the Commodore Amiga. At the beginning of the ‘90s, the phrase “PC”, for “personal
computer”, started being used as the IBM-PC became the standard computer platform. So “home computer games”
and “PC games” mean the same thing, and each phrase will be used in this paper depending on the time period being
covered.
2
“Console games” refers to those games played through a console system connected to a television. Home computer
and PC games refer to those played on computers. In gaming history, there are substantial differences between these
two lines of gaming in how they developed.
3
The phrase “3D graphics” or “3D game” does not mean 3D in the same sense as “3D” with movies, where one
wears glasses and things appear to pop off the screen. 3D in regards to game graphics means that the gameworld is a
3D space which players can move all directions in, rather than a 2D one in which movement is limited to one plane;
it can also refer to objects and characters in the game being three dimensional polygons, rather than 2D animated
images.
4
In games, the phrase “first-person” refers to those games in which players see through a character’s eyes. In
contrast, “third-person” in games refers to those in which one sees the character they are controlling. There will be
more explanation of the “first-person shooter” and the “role-playing game” when those topics come up in the thesis.
1
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In the preface, I introduce gaming history by writing on one of the first known computer
games. Then in section one, I write briefly on the earliest arcade video games and console
games. This section is not indicative of the focus of the rest of the thesis, and is only meant to
give a rough idea of console games and where they came from in order to contrast them with
home computer games.
Section 2 and through the end of the paper is the main part of the thesis as each of these
sections cover home computer and PC games. Section 2 is on some of the earliest computer
games, specifically computer role-playing games, from the mid to late 1970s. This section not
only considers them but also the table-top role-playing games which inspired them. Section 3
continues this theme by looking at game designer Richard Garriott, who created some of the
earliest commercial computer role-playing games in the early 1980s.
Sections 4 and 5 are each a profile of an individual game company that, in its own unique
way, used the PC platform to create innovative graphics engines and styles of game design.
Section 4 is of id Software, a company founded in 1991 that created the first-person shooter
genre and the most important 3D graphics engines in the ‘90s. Section 5 is on Looking Glass
Studios, a company founded in 1990 that pioneered new approaches to game design. Both of
these companies were important for the growth of the games industry, and both could have only
done the work that they did on the PC, not on consoles, as will be demonstrated.
Section 6 is a brief note on the state of PC gaming since the ‘90s. Finally, there is a pagelong “Closing Words” section, commenting on game history, to wrap the paper up.
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-Preface
In 1961, few people had computers. The only places one could find them were research
labs and big company offices. “Home computer” would have sounded as absurd to people then
as the idea of cell phones. This is because at that time computers were both very large and very
expensive. Computers took up entire rooms with large vacuum tubes, air conditioning units,
pipes, and bulky computing machines. They cost millions. And though none of this changed in
1961—computers were still big and pricey—some advances were being made. The biggest thing
in computing that year was the Digital Equipment Corporation’s “Programmable Data Processor
– 1”—or, simply, “PDP-1”. This computer did not need any of the sprawling vacuum tubes so
common at the time. Incidental to this was that it also did not need the large cooling system most
computers had. Instead of being the size of a room, the PDP-1 was more like the size of a wall. It
also only cost $120,000, which was very cheap for computers at the time.
This computer was donated to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the summer
of 1961. Eager to get their hands on it were the members of the “Tech Model Railroad Club”.
These were enthusiasts who loved technology, loved computers, and loved programming. As
their name implied, they also enjoyed constructing complex model railroad systems full of
switches and relays. When they saw technology, they wanted to do things with it that were fun
and that would impress their “hacker” friends, the term that computer programmers used for each
other. When they wrote code, they “hacked”. Sharing code freely and allowing others to improve
and build upon it were the essential elements of “hacker culture”. It was this way of thought that
the TMRC members lived by, as well as most, if not all, computer programmers. And for this
group of college students, programming something “just for fun” was as legitimate as making
practical applications. Technology was not just serious business for them, even if it might have
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been for their professors, who would delete and handout “0s” for programs they considered
frivolous.5 TMRC members had already been coding frivolous programs for awhile. One
member wrote a calculator program even though he already had a pocket calculator.
Steve Russell, one of the newer members of the club, came up with an exciting idea once
the PDP-1 arrived: code a game. The club members were certainly familiar with games.
Electromechanical games, such as pinball, had existed for much of the twentieth century, and
games in general, of course, had been around forever. But the idea of games for a computer was
as yet a mostly untried idea. The only known example of a computer game was a version of tictac-toe programmed by a student at the University of Cambridge in 1952. It was part of his PhD
on the interaction of humans with computers (and was deleted after he had gotten his degree).
Russell’s game, which he named SpaceWar, would be the first computer game made just for fun.
It took him awhile—Russell himself needed some motivation from other team
members—but after six months of sporadic work he completed the first version of SpaceWar. It
was a simple space combat game wherein two players, using switches on the PDP-1 interface,
controlled a rocket ship, shooting the other player down by firing torpedoes. It was fun as it was,
but other TMRC members added extra features to spice the game up. Pete Sampson coded in a
starry background behind the action; Dan Edwards programmed in a sun at the center of the
screen which exerted a gravity field. Clever players would use this force of gravity to their
advantage, zooming towards the sun and looping around it to gain more speed. Others would just
crash and burn.

5

It was this practice of university professors and administrators that caused many of the early computers games in
the 1960s and 70s to be deleted. Some of the earliest computer games are thus lost to time.
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TMRC members Dan Edwards and Peter Sampson playing SpaceWar on a PDP-1, circa 1962.

Once SpaceWar was finished in the spring of 1962, word spread around campus and
several MIT students began spending long hours in the computer lab playing the game.
SpaceWar spread to other universities, and even DEC took notice. The company began to
include the game with PDP-1 systems, using it to demonstrate their computer.
Russell and his fellow engineers had considered selling the game, but it was impractical.
Computers were too expensive. They were confined to universities and laboratories, so most
people did not have access to them. And just as computers were largely inaccessible, so were any
computer games. SpaceWar remained a piece of code passed around for free among computer
enthusiasts, and did not become a commercial game.6
SpaceWar was both the original computer game and the basis for the first arcade games.
Like the earliest home computer games, some of which are covered in Section 2, SpaceWar was
developed insulated from commercial concerns. The MIT students who designed it made it for
their own amusement.

6

Tristan Donovan, Replay: The History of Video Games [Great Britain: Yellow Ant, 2010], 6-11 and Steven L.
Kent, The Ultimate History of Video Games [New York: Three Rivers Press, 2001], 16-21. Also see the Computer
History Museum’s online exhibit the “PDP-1 Restoration Project”, at [http://pdp-1.computerhistory.org/pdp-1/], for
more on the specifications of the PDP-1 and on SpaceWar.
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The focus of this paper will be on computer games, but, before moving into the world of
computer gaming, the forces which drove the arcade-console line of gaming will be looked at in
the next section.
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-Section 1: A Brief Look at Arcade and Console Games7
SpaceWar was the inspiration for the first two arcade video games.8 One of these was
created by Bill Pitts and his friend Hugh Tuck. Pitts was a student at Stanford University and
preferred spending his time exploring the campus and sneaking into restricted buildings rather
than attending classes and studying. During one evening sojourn in 1966, Pitts found a building
he had not entered before and broke into it. What he discovered there changed his life: the
Stanford Artificial Intelligence Project, which was on a PDP-6 computer system. Once Pitts
gained permission, he began visiting the lab in off hours. He worked and played around at the
computer each night until early in the morning. One night Pitts came across SpaceWar.
Pitts and Tuck played the game together, and Tuck suggested that they make an arcade
version of it. That would have meant reconfiguring PDP-6 parts into an arcade machine, not
worth doing since it would then be impossible to sell to arcades. Computers, even PDPs, were
still as prohibitively expensive in the mid ‘60s as they had been at the beginning of the decade.
But a few years later DEC released the PDP-11, priced at an unprecedented $20,000. Pitts
and Tuck had an opportunity to revisit their old dream—with one of these, they could probably
make a commercially viable arcade machine. Tuck’s wealthy parents provided the pair with a
PDP-11, and they reconfigured it to be a dedicated SpaceWar arcade machine. They renamed it
Galaxy Game, and made it require ten cents for one game or twenty-five cents for three. They set
it up at the Tresidder Student Union on Stanford’s campus in September 1971. It was the first
arcade game machine to be made available to the public.9 It attracted a crowd. Still, the game’s

7

To emphasize: this is a brief look at arcade and console games, which considers only a few companies and games
and moves at a rapid pace. The focus of this paper is on home computer and PC games, which are considered in
more depth beginning in the next section and through the rest of the paper.
8
Arcade video games are those games setup in arcades and which require quarters to play.
9
I will use “arcade game machine” to refer to arcade video game machines throughout the rest of this section.
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earnings did not make up for the cost of building it. Pitts and Tuck had been working on a second
version of the game, but because of the failure of the first, abandoned it.10
Meanwhile, another college student discovered SpaceWar. Nolan Bushnell, at the
University of Utah, first played the game on a PDP-1, the system it had originally been designed
for. At the time, Bushnell was working at an amusement park with an arcade, and there he
experienced first-hand customers’ use of coin-operated electromechanical games. Because of this
and his electrical engineering studies, Bushnell had an understanding of how to build game
machines as well as how to market them. Like Pitts and Tuck, Bushnell decided to make an
arcade game version of SpaceWar. But as with Pitts and Tuck, the high costs of computers
forced Bushnell to abandon the idea, though it did not go away.
In 1968, Bushnell decided that instead of using a computer as the basis for an arcade
machine, he would construct, from scratch, his own hardware to run the game. He and fellow
engineer Ted Dabney began work on their own version of SpaceWar, which they called
Computer Space. It was different from the original—only one player could play the game and the
goal was to shoot down two other spaceships controlled by the hardware. The sun and its
gravitational field were gone.
In November 1971 Bushnell and Dabney set up their Computer Space machine at the
Dutch Goose Bar on Stanford’s campus—the same area where Galaxy Game had been set up just
two months prior.11 Computer Space, like Galaxy Game, attracted a crowd. As the construction
had not cost as much as Galaxy Game had, Bushnell did not have to abandon his project. He
teamed up with arcade game manufacturer Nutting Associates, who made and distributed around

10

Donovan, op. cit., 15-17 and 19-21.
Bushnell had once contacted Pitts and Tuck about possibly collaborating on the project, but he was turned off by
their use of the PDP-11 as the basis for their arcade machine.
11
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1,500 Computer Space machines. These did not draw in enough money to make Computer Space
successful, but neither was it a disaster.12
Bushnell, along with his partner on Computer Space Dabney, founded Atari, Inc., on June
27th, 1972.13 Their first game was the simple table-tennis simulation Pong, which was designed
by a young engineer Atari brought on named Al Alcorn. Dabney and Alcorn got a prototype of
the game set up in Andy Capp’s, a bar in Sunnyvale, California. The young college students who
frequented the bar lined up to play. People waited outside the bar before it opened so they could
play Pong.14
The installation in Andy Capp’s was a successful trial run. Bushnell decided to have Atari
manufacture Pong themselves. They did, sold it to more local places like Andy Capp’s, and word
spread. In 1973, Atari received 2,500 orders for Pong machines, and in 1974 that number grew to
8,000. Imitators popped up as arcade companies such as Midway began making electronic
games, many Pong-like.15

An image from Pong. The game’s simplicity was its appeal.

12

Ibid., 20-21.
“Atari” is the “check” phrase in one of Bushnell’s favorite board games, the Japanese game “Go”.
14
A couple weeks after installing the Pong machine, Alcorn got a call from the bar owner. The Pong machine
wasn’t working and needed to be fixed. Alcorn discovered that the problem was that too many quarters had been put
in it.
15
Kent, op. cit., 38-45, 50-58 and 60-61.
13
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Pong’s success was a surprise for Bushnell. He thought the first big arcade game would
be on the same level of complexity as Computer Space, or more complicated than that. But it
was the simplicity and accessibility of Pong that made video games the largest component of the
arcade industry for the rest of the’70s and the ‘80s.
Arcade games were part of the larger amusements industry, whose business goal was to
make games that would bring in lots of quarters. It was in this industry that video games as
arcade games got their start. And it was from arcade games that home console games grew.
The first successful home console system was a home version of Pong. Atari engineer
Harold Lee came up with the idea for it and Bushnell, wanting to expand Atari, supported it
immediately. He struck a deal with Sears-Roebuck and the Home Pong console systems were
carried by that store in time for Christmas 1975. During the Christmas season alone, the console
sold around 150,000 units. Atari had created a viable home console market.16
Other companies wanted a piece of the new market. RCA, National Semiconductor, and
other electronics companies created home versions of Pong-like games. The trend, then, was to
release game consoles that only played one game, and in each case it was a version of tabletennis.
In 1976 a company called Fairchild Camera and Instrument changed that trend. Their
“Channel F” console could play games that were sold separately on cartridges. This meant that
instead of having one game hardwired into a console system, companies could release multiple—
hundreds—of games for a system, each one on a separate cartridge. The commercial lifespan of
consoles was extended: instead of buying one game, like Home Pong, consumers could buy
several new games over the months and years after initially buying the console.

16

Ibid., 80-94.
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In response to the Channel F, Atari designed its own cartridge-based console system. The
Atari 2600 launched in October 1977 along with nine games. By 1980 it had become the most
successful console on the market. Most of its popular games were simple, arcade-like games.
The best-selling console game of 1980 was the 2600 version of Space Invaders, the Japanese
game that had become popular in U.S. arcades in 1978.17
There were other successful consoles in the early ‘80s, such as the Mattel Intellivision or
Coleco’s Colecovision. But in 1983 the console games industry experienced a shaky period as
sales dropped and companies like Atari faced heavy losses. Too many games undersold at once,
and for a few years it seemed console gaming was dead.18
Console games came back in 1986 when Japanese company Nintendo picked up the
pieces of that market. Nintendo’s huge break came when it released the Nintendo Entertainment
System (NES) in New York City during Christmas 1985.19 The New York launch of the NES
gave Nintendo international recognition. After launching the console in other major cities across
the U.S., Nintendo launched the NES nationally during the Christmas season of 1986.
What made Nintendo so successful with their national U.S. launch of the NES was their
game Super Mario Bros. This was a side-scrolling game, meaning that players could move their
character left and right on the screen and the world would scroll either direction in response.
Non-scrolling games were composed of either one or multiple static screens. There had been
scrolling games before, but Nintendo’s was the first major one.

17

Ibid., 180-198.
Home computer gaming never experienced such a crash.
19
They had already become an established gaming company in Japan. There they had released the NES, called the
“Famicom” (Family Computer), in 1983.
18
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Screen capture from Super Mario Bros., the game that made the NES successful.

Super Mario Bros. was accessible—anyone could pick up a NES controller and figure out
how to play it.20 The same holds true for all of Nintendo’s games. While they were not all
necessarily as simple as arcade games—Nintendo’s Metroid offered players a hefty adventure—
they did operate on the principle of being accessible for most people. This is what made
Nintendo successful. NES sales were 1.8 million in 1986 and continued to grow: 5.4 million in
1987, 9.3 million in 1988, and so on.21
With Nintendo and what I wrote on prior—the first two arcade games, Pong, the 2600—I
have focused on the console line of gaming. These console games—as was the case with Atari
and Nintendo—were made to appeal to the mass market. The games designed on those systems
were based on the same principles as arcade games: simplicity and accessibility. This does not
mean console games were bad. But it does mean that console game designers were not free to
experiment with complex or unconventional game ideas. And given the limited power of these

20

The NES controller only had four buttons and a directional-arrow pad, so it was not intimidating. This is one of
the reasons why computer games were less accessible than console games—with those, you had an entire keyboard
and a mouse, not a gamepad with just a few buttons.
21
Ibid., chs. 17-18 (early Nintendo history), and 346-347 (NES sales).
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console systems, and their lack of online connectivity, they could never be anything more,
technologically, than arcade machines brought into the home.22

22

Another thing to note is that console game systems only played games. On a home computer, users could not only
play games, but design them. Computers encouraged interaction with technology, and, to use a computer, one had to
be technically proficient. Console systems were simple machines anyone could understand and use.
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-Section 2: Early Home Computer Games and the Role-Playing Game
Home console games grew out of the arcade, while home computer games grew out of
role-playing games (RPGs). The role-playing game genre is difficult for any gamer to define
because it encompasses a large swath of games. Over time, different branches and kinds of roleplaying games emerged. There are “computer role-playing games”, “Japanese role-playing
games”, and “action role-playing games”, among others. Role-playing games include not just
video and computer games, but also board games and card games. The original role-playing
games were “table-top” or “pen-and-paper” role-playing games.
As varied as role-playing games are, there are essential elements of the genre which give
it some cohesion. In any RPG, a player will create a character. In this process, players first
choose a class. Each class has different advantages and disadvantages, and players choose a class
based on how they want to approach each situation in the game. After choosing a class, players
distribute points across various skills or talents in order to complement their chosen class.
Regardless of the kind of role-playing game, these basic elements are always part of character
creation. Character creation is important in determining how the rest of the game plays out.23
The player will then take this character on an adventure, all the while increasing the
character’s powers, skills, and various techniques. Such an adventure will entail felling monsters,
exploring underground labyrinths, collecting loot, visiting towns, helping people, and any
number of other things. The more things a player’s character does, the more “experience points”
he or she earns, allowing one to “level up” or increase his or her character’s abilities. There’s far
more to RPGs than this: they involve statistics and have a lot of rules (indeed, most RPGs in the
Typical classes include a “warrior” type class, a “thief” type class, a “mage”… and so on. Warriors can wield
heavy weapons, thieves can sneak and avoid traps, mages can use magic—the basic point being, how one plays a
RPG can be very different depending on the class one chooses. The standard skills are Strength, Dexterity,
Constitution, Intelligence, Wisdom, and Charisma. Different skills complement different classes better—so the
player needs some foresight when distributing skill points.
23
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‘80s and ‘90s came with thick instruction manuals). But for now, all the intricacies and details of
the RPG aside, the basic point is that they are a very different breed of games from the arcade
variety.
Arcade games were accessible and simple. Their gameplay served immediate satisfaction.
Role-playing games were complex and time-consuming. They required micro-management,
careful thought, and patience. Satisfaction was long term—the draw of role-playing games was
seeing your character slowly, gradually increase in power and ability.
A table-top game called Dungeons and Dragons (D&D) was the original role-playing
game. Early computer enthusiasts who wrote the first computer role-playing games were all
influenced by Dungeons and Dragons.
D&D grew out of the hobby of war-gaming. War-games were simulations of military
battles using miniature figures, maps, dice, and tables or charts of rules. How the games were
carried out differed: sometimes each miniature represented just one soldier, other times certain
miniatures could represent anywhere from 10 to 20 soldiers. War-games could be so advanced as
to take into account the effect of weather and terrain on the battle. The basic idea behind this
kind of game—simulating military engagements—would be the basic idea behind D&D. In the
latter’s case, though, the idea was to simulate fantasy and adventure.24
Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson, two avid wargamers, were the creators of D&D. They
were members of the “International Federation of Wargamers” in their home town of Lake
Geneva, Wisconsin. Their little group of war-gaming hobbyists eventually grew to around 600
members, including some from other countries. The IFW broke itself into small groups, each
centered on recreating battles from certain eras of history.

24

Matt Barton, Dungeons and Desktops: The History of Computer Role-Playing Games [Massachussetts: A. K.
Peters Ltd., 2008], 15-17.
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Gygax was a lover of medieval history, and his subgroup, the “Castle and Crusade
Society”, recreated medieval warfare. The battle scenarios they simulated were complete with
knights, castles, catapults and the like.25 Gygax and his group used miniature figures he had
found, and he made rules for the shields, swords, armor, and anything else the plastic figures
wore. If one of them had a shield, the rules for shields applied to that figure, and so on.
Gygax, also a reader of fantasy novels, eventually decided to add fantasy fiction to the
game. He got the idea during one session in which he and his friends had set up one-on-one
battles:
[W]e would [sometimes] fight small battles where one player controlled one warrior. I'd
say, 'O.K., you're the Viking warrior. Here's your figure. You're the Saxon warrior
here's your figure.’ After a while, though, the guys got tired of playing. I decided one
day that we were going to play a little variation of medieval combat. I secretly told one
side, 'O.K., you guys have a wizard in your group and here's what he can do: He can
throw a fireball,' and the fireball rules were exactly the same as the heavy catapult. I then
gave the other side a lightning bolt, which was the same as our medieval cannon.26
The other players liked Gygax’s idea. Adding fantasy fiction, though not changing the core of
the game itself, did spice things up. So Gygax and Jeff Perren, who helped him design the
medieval war-game, wrote new rules for characters such as wizards, elves, dragons, and other
fantasy staples.
Gygax’s medieval war-game and subsequent fantasy supplement for it became very
popular within the IFW and among other wargaming groups. Gygax and Perren started a
company, Tactical Studies Rules (TSR), to sell it. The game was published as Chainmail: Rules
for Medieval Miniatures in 1971.

Of course they didn’t really have catapults or anything of the sort. They would write a ruleset for the catapult, and
whenever one of them used it, it would be through rolling dice and perhaps moving a miniature figure meant to
represent a catapult.
26
Gamespy staff. “Magic and Memories: The Dungeons and Dragons Index.” Gary Gygax Interview – Part I, page
2. Gamespy.com [http://pc.gamespy.com/articles/538/538817p2.html]. Last accessed 11-10-12.
25
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Cover art for Chainmail.

That same year Gygax teamed up with Arneson after the two met at the war-gaming
convention “GenCon”. They began building upon Chainmail, coming up with new rules,
scenarios, characters, and fiction.
Arneson heavily altered the Chainmail rules, adding in the idea of “hit points”—how
many hits a character can take before dying—as well as the concepts of leveling up and earning
experience points, which I alluded to earlier. These would remain core to the role-playing game
genre. He also changed the settings from castles and battlefields to underground dungeons—
labyrinths—filled with monsters and treasures.27 The play of this game, as in all RPGs to come,
involved exploring underground labyrinths, felling monsters, and acquiring treasure.
Gygax published the heavily altered Chainmail as Dungeons and Dragons in January
1974. Relative to war-games it was very successful. Word spread beyond hardcore gamers to

To clarify, the phrase “dungeon” is used in role-playing games to refer to any location with monsters and treasure
that players explore. Caves, temples, shrines, castles, crypts… these can all be “dungeons.”
27
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people who previously had not been interested in war-games. Of course, Dungeons and Dragons
was not a war-game anyway. It was a new kind of game: the original role-playing game.28

Early cover art for D&D, circa 1974.

Games of D&D were typically played with participants sitting around a table. There was
a designated “Dungeon Master”—the player who controlled the direction of the game. The core
rulebooks—the “Dungeon Master’s Guide” and the “Monster Manual”—were used by the
Dungeon Master in directing the game. The other players would create their characters, in a
process such as the one detailed above.
As the Dungeon Master dictated where the players were and what they encountered, the
players would choose their actions in response. The Dungeon Master might say, “You enter a
dark cave and encounter a troll. What do you do?” The other players would each select their
actions—someone playing a warrior could elect to strike the troll with their axe. Some dice rolls
would determine each outcome. The entire quest itself might be wholly created by the Dungeon
Master or based on a published campaign module for the game.

28

Gamespy staff, op. cit., The History of Dungeons and Dragons, Part 1.
[http://pc.gamespy.com/articles/538/538262p1.html] Last accessed: 11-9-12.
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People immersed themselves deeply in D&D. It became a phenomenon, even garnering
attention from the mainstream media. Most importantly it inspired a new generation of gamers
and game designers. Each major computer game designer was a D&D player and brought to their
computer games the basic principles D&D operated on. So each computer role-playing game
(CRPG) had skills like Strength, Dexterity, Wisdom, and so on, as well as the principle of
leveling up and increasing your character’s power. Every facet of CRPGs was based on D&D’s
rules.
Most of the early CRPGs in the mid to late ‘70s were designed by computer science
college students and distributed over a network. This “PLATO Network” allowed students to
share files and chat. 29 In some cases they made games they could play with each other over the
network, and so participated in the earliest online gaming.
One appeal for these students in creating computer versions of D&D was that the
computer reduced time-consuming calculations players had to do in the tabletop game. Players
could focus on a boiled down D&D experience.30
Since these games were being shared over a college network, administrators and
professors often deleted them. Because these games required hours of hard work to design, this
was no small matter; it was devastating to designers when they found their work suddenly
deleted. Programmers began copying the code for the games they wrote on hard copy for backup.
The original computer D&D adaptation was probably a game called pedit5, designed by
Randy Rutherford. pedit5 was given such an unusual name in the hope that it would not be
identified as a game—it was, however, and deleted. Designer Rutherford recalls his work at the
time:
PLATO stands for “Programmed Logic for Automated Teaching Operations”. It was a network designed to create
and share teaching applications among students and faculty at various universities.
30
Barton, op. cit., 30.
29
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In the summer of 1975 my friends and I started playing D&D in Champaign-Urbana,
Illinois. At that time I was working as a PLATO programmer…The PLATO system had
limited storage, so the files named PEDIT1 through PEDIT5 were allocated to our group
well before any programming was done…PEDIT4 and PEDIT5 were surplus, so I
appropriated them to write a computer dungeon. PEDIT4 was an instruction manual,
PEDIT5 was the game.31
Rutherford had heard about other PLATO programmers attempting to create D&D for the
computer. He decided to put his own hand to it, building a game based on D&D principles:

The available storage space only allowed for a single-level dungeon with 40-50 rooms.
The dungeon design was the same for every user, but the monsters and [treasures] were
random – created at the same time as a new character, and stored with the character
record… I used the basic features of D&D as much as possible: hit points, monster levels,
experience and treasure awards, and so on; the character was a combined fighter / magic
user / cleric; in a monster encounter, the character had a choice of fight (F), cast a spell
(S) or run (R); after that, if the monster was not defeated or avoided, it was a fight to the
finish run entirely by the computer.32
Rutherford took about six weeks to code pedit5, and after that, in early 1976, he left the program.
Others presumably loaded up his code to improve it before it was deleted. Rutherford was one of
many young programmers who wanted to bring the table-top RPG experience to the computer.
Another well known PLATO CRPG was dnd, designed by programmers Gary
Whisenhunt and Ray Wood.33 This was the game Rutherford had heard about before he started
work on pedit5. It had custom character creation, a leveling system with experience points, a
store at which to buy and sell items, and a dungeon. The game’s story was also wonderfully
characteristic of RPGs: journey into a dungeon, kill a dragon, steal its orb. Orb-stealing and
dragon-killing would remain common features in CRPGs. dnd was constantly updated by its
creators through 1985, and all the while it influenced other CRPG developers.
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These titles and many others—such as Moria or Orthanc, both designed in 1978—were
not commercial products, but were designed by college students simply for their and their
friends’ enjoyment. The inspiration was being able to play D&D on the computer. Their efforts
laid the foundation for the commercial computer role-playing games to come, as generations of
later CRPG designers stuck to the rules and statistics of Gygax and Arneson’s table-top game.
The computer role-playing game was a very different beast from the table-top roleplaying games. Those were played by groups of friends around a table with pens, paper,
rulebooks, multiple-sided dice, and, in some cases, miniatures. But computer role-playing games
were usually played by one person, and the only tool needed was a computer. Most of these
games also featured crude visual representations of the areas explored, but others were text only.
And while through much of the ‘70s these games were only designed for and played on
computers in college labs, when the home computers appeared on the market, it brought CRPGs
into the home with them.34
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-Section 3: Computer Game Pioneer: Richard Garriott
In 1977, three home computer systems—the Apple II, Tandy’s TRS-80, and the
Commodore PET— were released, beginning the rise of the home computer as a viable
commercial product. With the new home computer market, programmers had a way to sell their
software and games. Games were no longer just part of the arcade industry or the fledgling
console industry—they now became part of the home computer industry. Certainly by the mid
‘80s and into the ‘90s, most computer users were using their machines to play games. The early
computer game programmers had been insulated completely from any sort of market, most
working in college computer labs. But now, computer game designers had users to sell to.35
One of the first and most important home computer games was Akalabeth: World of
Doom, a role-playing game designed by Richard Garriott. Garriott is one of the pioneers of home
computer gaming.
Garriott was born in Cambridge, England, but his family moved to the US when he was
just two months old, eventually settling in Houston. His father was an astronaut and his mother
an artist, and from his parents he came to appreciate both art and technology. He grew up playing
simple board games, though he also got to play with pieces of technology his dad brought home.
From kindergarten on, Garriott was an avid participant in his school’s science fairs,
eventually winning first place in a regional competition and then fourth place in an international
competition when he was in high school. He was smart, ambitious, and hard-working.
In the summer after his sophomore year of high school in 1977, Garriott discovered three
things that would lead him towards game design: fantasy, computers, and D&D. “First my sisterin-law gave me a copy of The Lord of the Rings,” Garriott remembers, “and right after I read the
book…I took a seven-week summer course for high-school students at the University of
35
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Oklahoma.”36 The course covered material from computer programming and mathematics. The
students Garriott met there were both computer enthusiasts and avid D&D players: “[A]ll the
other students had not only read The Lord of the Rings but they were all playing…Dungeons &
Dragons.”37 Garriott joined them each evening for D&D sessions.
Each of the students had nicknames for their characters in D&D. The other students
mistook Garriott’s accent for an English one and so called him “British.” Garriott adopted this
moniker for his D&D alter ego: “Lord British.” He would go on to use this nickname in his
career as a game designer. His early games would simply have the credit “Created by Lord
British.” Even today gamers still fondly refer to Garriott by this nickname.
In addition to playing D&D, Garriott and his role-playing compatriots took advantage of
access to computers at the university. Garriott began coding, and, not surprisingly, what he
wanted to code were computer versions of D&D. Like the game designers discussed in the last
section, part of Garriott’s inspiration was to create the D&D experience without the arguing that
could result between players:
When you watch most people play paper [D&D] they would sit down and go ‘I’ve got a
+3 sword, I’m standing behind you and I surprised you so I have initiative—that gives
me +2. They go through this amazingly detailed argument about what the probability of a
hit or miss should be. Finally, when they resolve that after five to 10 minutes, they roll a
die and go ‘look I hit’ or ‘oops I missed’ and then they would start the argument all over.
So the frequency of a turn of play is stunningly low.38
In CRPGs, the computer took care of all the calculations, and no one could argue with it.
When Garriott returned home after the course, he got to work writing more and more
games. He simply named them “D&D1”, “D&D2”, “D&D3”… all the way through “D&D28”.
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Each was an iteration of Garriott’s attempt to make a more complete computer version of the
table-top game he had started playing that summer.
All these games Garriott coded on his high school’s teletype computer.39 This meant
there weren’t any visuals—there wasn’t even a screen. These computers were essentially
typewriters with a printer. Garriott recalls how the game was played: “It would print out a little
asterisk for walls, spaces for corridors, [and a] power sign for treasure on a 10x10 character map.
You would [type which cardinal direction you wanted to go in] and you would wait about 10
seconds for it to print out the new 10x10 map.” Computers with monitor screens had not been
made available for high schools and homes just yet—they still remained tucked away at
colleges.40
But home computers came onto the market the year Garriott began coding these games,
and when his father saw the ambitious work his son was doing he helped him buy an Apple II.
Now Garriott could code games in the comfort of his room and with a monitor screen to aid him.
After graduation, and while working at a computer store, he started work on what would be his
first commercial game, Akalabeth: World of Doom.
Garriott’s code was impressive: Akalabeth consisted of both 2D and 3D perspectives.
While exploring the game’s overworld—the outdoor fields and valleys—the game had an
overhead, 2D view. When players entered one of the world’s dungeons, the view switched to
first-person 3D. The 3D graphics were just wireframe, but at the time even that was impressive.

These were the days before computer classes, so to get access to his school’s computer Garriott had to sell his idea
for coding games to his teachers. Because Garriott was a very self-motivated student, his teachers allowed him use
of the computer. Garriott worked on his D&D computer games during the academic year, and at the end of the year
he would show his teachers his work and get a grade for the “course”. The school also let this count as Garriott’s
foreign language requirement as he was learning the AppleSoft BASIC programming language.
40
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Garriott’s combination of two perspectives made his game more dynamic than other early
CRPGs, which were either text-only or featured just one perspective, not two.

Two screen captures from Akalabeth. On the left: an overhead view of the overworld.
On the right: a first-person view inside of a dungeon, in which a thief and a skeleton are attacking
the player. The game’s visuals are all wireframe.

In Akalabeth the players’ goal was to delve into the dungeons of the land and rid them of
all the monsters. Players had the choice of playing either as a fighter or a mage. In RPG fashion,
each class had certain items that it could and could not use, so selection was important depending
on the player’s desired style of play. Magis could not use bows, for instance, whereas fighters
could not use magical amulets.
Garriott included 10 difficulty levels in the game (the higher the more difficult), but no
matter which level was chosen, the game was very hard. Most gamers today couldn’t take on
Akalabeth. The player-character, for instance, had a food supply. With each step, a little bit of
food was eaten. When food ran out, the player died. Each dungeon also housed thieves that could
easily steal items the player had. The incautious adventurer could quickly find him or herself in a
fatal situation. This wasn’t just true of Akalabeth, but of all CRPGs to come for a good while.
Garriott first self-published Akalabeth. He sold five copies. But his boss at the computer
store sent one to large software publisher California Pacific. They were impressed by Garriott’s
work, mainly because of his mix of 2D and 3D perspectives. After getting a publishing deal with
California Pacific, Garriott sold tens of thousands of copies of the game. This success—not just
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as financial padding but also as a morale booster—was the beginning of Garriott’s best-known
work: the Ultima series of games. This series started in 1981 and continued through the late
‘90s.41
In 1980, work began on Ultima. Garriott designed it with friend and coworker Ken
Arnold. The graphics system they created for the game was a tile-set, like the ones used in tabletop games. This overhead, tile-set system would form the overworld, while for the dungeons,
Garriott used first-person wireframe graphics. So it was the same graphic style as Akalabeth.

Two screen captures from Ultima. On the left is an overhead view of the overworld. On the right is a first-person
view of a dungeon, in which a ranger is attacking the player. Like in Akalabeth, the dungeons are made up of
wireframe graphics.

Ultima was finished in 1981. It was a bigger breakthrough than Akalabeth. Along with
the other big 1981 CPRG Wizardry, Ultima cemented the CRPG as a major genre for home
computers.42
Ultima II, released August 1982, was more successful than the first. After its release,
Garriott founded Origin Systems, his own game company.43 The first Origin-published Ultima,
Ultima III (released 1983), featured some major changes from the first two. Rather than control
one character, the player controlled a party of four characters (it was not the first CRPG with
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this; Wizardry also had a party of multiple characters). Garriott also moved on from wireframe
models and gave the dungeon’s walls solid color. For these and other reasons, Ultima III was a
leap forward, and established Garriott as the premier CRPG designer. Ultima III sold around
120,000 copies.44
The series continued strong from there. Most Ultima fans consider the fourth entry to be
Garriott’s best, but there were many other Ultima games after that one. One of them, Ultima
Online, was one of the original online role-playing games released in the ‘90s.
Garriott’s Ultima series has remained his legacy in the games industry.45 The series
continued from the original in 1981 until Ultima IX in 1999. It was the premier CRPG series on
the home computer during its height in the ‘80s, helping to make that genre a staple of the
platform.46 Today, CRPGs are among the most successful and well-respected games, and
Garriott was foremost in bringing that genre to home computers as a commercial product.
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Station, being the first second-generation American to go into space.
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-Section 4: id Software’s Contribution
One of the most important game companies for PC gaming—and gaming in general—
was id Software.47 Its biggest contribution to gaming was creating a new genre: the first person
shooter. They also created the most impressive 3D graphics engines of the 1990s, popularized
online multiplayer, and changed people’s perception of game technology since they made their
game engines open for fans to modify. With each of their most important games—Wolfenstein
3D, Doom, and Quake—id took giant technological leaps and made great games.
What drove id was what drove any young, upstart game company of the time—a fiery,
creative fury coupled with a sophisticated understanding of computer technology. Their story
begins at Softdisk, a company which sent out disks to its subscribers with various computer
applications on them.
The head of Softdisk, Al Vekovius, had been aware of the growing number of computer
gamers and wanted to increase his company’s game design efforts. To do so he brought on a
couple of game programmers: John Carmack and John Romero. They, along with Softdisk
employees Adrian Carmack (no relation to John), Tom Hall, and Jay Wilbur, were the founders
of id software.48
John Carmack himself was a natural born genius. When he was seven years old, he made
near-perfect scores on standardized tests, demonstrating a ninth grade comprehension level when
he was just in the second grade. In fifth grade with high grades as usual, he wrote his teacher that
“the logical thing to do” would be to advance him to the sixth grade. While excelling in school,
Carmack also read dozens of fantasy novels and comic books and played a lot of Dungeons and
Until this point the phrase “home computer”, rather than “PC”, has been used. Now “PC” will be used, as around
the time id Software was formed, 1991, the IBM line of PCs had become the standard home computer platform.
Still, both “home computer game” and “PC game” essentially refer to the same thing: games played for a computer
rather than for a console system. So this is just a change in phrase.
48
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Dragons. More than just playing D&D, Carmack enjoyed creating campaigns for it. He went
beyond working within the frameset of D&D’s rulebook and came up with rule sets of his own.
He spent hours each night creating rules and crafting worlds and monsters for his D&D
campaigns. He could also lose himself in bouts of arcade games such as Asteroids or Space
Invaders.
Carmack’s intelligence, obsession with games and love of creating worlds (as he did in
D&D) came together when he discovered his first computer: the Apple II. Here was a machine
based on mathematics—Carmack’s preferred language—and which he could use to create
games—worlds. After working on an Apple II for the first time in third grade, Carmack began
teaching himself programming and eventually began making games. After graduating high
school, he designed games and submitted them to computer publications freelance. One company
who appreciated his work was Softdisk. Softdisk kept asking Carmack to join them as a full time
employee. Carmack was hesitant—he enjoyed the freelance game designer lifestyle—but he
eventually acquiesced and headed down to Shreveport.49
Romero had grown up much like Carmack. As a boy, he loved going to the arcades. At
the pizza parlour Romero frequented in Rocklin, California, he held the top ten score spots for
Asteroids. Romero’s passion for games grew past the arcades and became a lifelong devotion
when he discovered the fateful place for so many early computer enthusiasts: the university
computer lab. In the summer of 1979, Romero and his friends discovered that sacred room at
Sierra College. Inside they entered the world of Colossal Cave Adventure. Romero loved the
game and soon started teaching himself how to program games, just as Carmack had done.
(Unlike Carmack, Romero first learned programming on big mainframe computers, saving his
code on wax-paper notecards. Any one game’s code could require thousands of these cards.)
49
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Romero soon discovered the Apple II. Programming games for this machine was much
easier. By the time Romero graduated high school—after years of teaching himself
programming—he got some of his games published for the Apple magazine InCider. In
September 1987 while attending the Apple convention Apple Fest, Romero got the attention of
an employee from Origin (Garriott’s company) after he loaded one of his games on a computer
in the Origin booth and demonstrated it. He got a job offer and headed to Origin’s offices in New
Hampshire. Romero would leave Origin to take up a business venture with a fellow employee.
This fell through, but luckily by this time Softdisk had gotten in touch with him.50
Tom Hall’s passions were much like Carmack’s and Romero’s: he had grown up loving
games and computers, teaching himself programming and eventually getting a Computer Science
degree from the University of Wisconsin. All Hall wanted to do was design games. All Adrian
Carmack wanted to do was draw art, especially of a darker nature. He drew inspiration from his
time working in an emergency room, making photocopies of the pictures of patients. Jay Wilbur
was an Apple enthusiast who had been an editor at UpTime, a company which sent out
subscriptions disks as Softdisk did. These three and the two Johns eventually found themselves
all in the same cramped room inside the Softdisk offices. They were the “Gamer’s Edge”
division of Softdisk—supplying the games for the company’s subscription disks.
Around 1990, when these five had just begun working on games for Softdisk, the PC
platform, which had been standardized by the IBM PC line of computers, was gradually
replacing the Apple II as the home computer of choice. Consequently, the PC was becoming the
preferred computer gaming platform over the Apple II.
Side-scrolling games like Super Mario Bros. were abundant on the console systems of the
time, but it was rare to see them on computers, especially on the PC. The PC at this time had
50
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slower processing power than the Nintendo Entertainment System or the Apple II. Fluid, sidescrolling games so common on consoles could not run properly on the PC.
Getting these side-scrolling games to work on the PC was Carmack’s first work of
genius, and what sparked the formation of id Software. Late one night in the Gamers’ Edge
office, Carmack put his mind to the task of creating a side-scroller for the PC.
When playing a side-scroller, as a player moves a character along the screen, the game
world “scrolls” by. As this happens, the computer is constantly redrawing the pixels of the game
world. In Super Mario Bros., for example, that means that every bit of the background—sky,
clouds, grass, enemies, etc.—are all being redrawn again and again by the computer as the
player-character moves. Such a scrolling effect on the PC used too much power and did not
process quickly—the game would chug along at a slow pace.
Carmack decided the way to curb this would be to tell the computer to redraw only what
needed to be redrawn instead of redrawing every single pixel. The example he thought of was a
blue sky background with clouds. As the character runs across the screen, why redraw every
pixel? Why not just redraw the pixels of the clouds? The background, which is just solid blue,
remains the same. So Carmack tricked the computer so that it just redrew the essential parts of
the gameworld.51 In doing so he had figured out how to make Super Mario Bros. style games
work on the PC. No one else had done it.52
Romero was amazed by Carmack’s work. He recognized a breakthrough when he saw
one. Author David Kushner describes the moment when Romero realized the potential of
Carmack’s trick quite well:
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Romero could hardly breathe. He just sat in his chair with his fingers on the keys, scrolling Dave back and
forth along the landscape, trying to see if anything was wrong, if somehow this wasn’t really happening,
if Carmack had not just figured out how… to do for PCs what Mario was doing for consoles … [H]ere
Romero was sitting in [this] little office building in Shreveport looking at the technology that could make
the first big league games for the PC… It was so devastating that he found he couldn’t move… He was
destroyed. And it wasn’t until Carmack rolled back into the office a few hours later that Romero was able
to muster the energy to speak. He had only one thing to tell…[Carmack,] his match made in gamer
heaven. “This is it,” he said, “We’re gone!” 53

And indeed they were gone. Carmack and company were off to send waves through the games
industry.
Romero’s enthusiastic pleading that they should leave Softdisk and start their own
company persuaded the others. Carmack and Romero would be the programmers, Hall would
help out with game design, Adrian Carmack would do the art, and Wilbur would handle the
business side of things. Id software was born.54 But it began as a side project. Under contract to
Softdisk, and needing steady money, the id guys still had to make games for Softdisk. So they
did this during the day. But during the nights, as well as over the weekends, they drove to a
secluded lake house a few Softdisk employees had rented. Here, in late 1990, they worked on
their first id product: Commander Keen.55 It was a Super Mario style side-scroller, built on the
side-scrolling tech Carmack had coded.
To release Commander Keen, id used an interesting business model which they continued
to use for Wolfenstein 3D, Doom, and Quake: “shareware”. Shareware was a business model
whereby a software developer could bypass both publishers and retailers. They would program a
piece of software, make it available for free online, and include a request for satisfied users to
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send in money. Any payment would be charity, though if a customer paid they could receive
technical support and updates to the software.
Game designer Scott Miller was the first to use this model successfully for games,
tweaking shareware practice a little. Instead of releasing an entire game for free, he would
upload just the first portion. Any gamers who downloaded it could then buy the rest of the game,
which would usually be shipped to them on a disk. Of course, this practice could only work for
games that could easily be broken into parts. Simple action games were mostly divided into
different levels—parts or segments of the game—, and so worked much better for the shareware
model than role-playing games would.56 The kind of games id would go on to make were a
perfect fit, as they were action games divided into “episodes”.

Two screen captures from Commander Keen. On the left, the title screen; on the right, an image from in the game. In the right
image, Keen is the little guy on the left, next to the sign.

Miller had played some of Romero’s games released via Softdisk and contacted him
about working together. Romero agreed and Commander Keen was released as shareware by
Miller’s company, Apogee Software. Keen was Miller’s biggest success.57
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Id made a few Keen sequels and then moved on to something bigger. Carmack began
experimenting with a graphics technique called “texture-mapping”. In laymen’s terms, this
allowed detailed textures to be applied to the surfaces of polygons in the gameworld. 3D games,
before texture-mapping, had been made up of wireframe models, which at most had solid colors
on them—there were no detailed textures. (Compare the rightmost image from Akalabeth in
Section 3 with the top-right image from Wolfenstein 3D below; the former has no texturemapping, the latter does.) Texture-mapping helped bring the gameworld to life. Carmack began
experimenting with this technique in Hovertank 3D and Catacomb 3D, two id releases (both
1991) and some of the first PC games with 3D, texture-mapped worlds.58
Hovertank 3D and Catacomb 3D were the prelude to Wolfenstein 3D. Loosely based on a
classic Apple II game, Castle Wolfenstein, Wolfenstein 3D put players in the role of an American
agent being held prisoner in the Nazi stronghold Castle Wolfenstein. The original Wolfenstein
game was stealth based—the goal was to sneak by the Nazi officers. In Wolfenstein 3D, id threw
out the stealth and the goal became, in Romero’s words, to “mow down Nazis.” It was a fast,
visceral action game that complemented the fast, efficient 3D engine Carmack had programmed
for it.
Speed was Carmack’s key ingredient with the Wolfenstein 3D engine as well as later
engines. His goal was to combine graphically detailed 3D worlds with fast, smooth gameplay,
without sacrificing one or the other. He also made sure id’s game engines were scalable—
meaning their games could work on a wide range of PCs, and not just high-end ones.59
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Id was not working in a bubble, though. Looking Glass Studios, another game company,
were themselves developing 3D, texture-mapped games. (In fact, Romero suggested to Carmack
that he experiment with texture-mapping after hearing about the technique from Looking Glass.)
Looking Glass’ first game, Ultima Underworld, came out within a day of Wolfenstein 3D’s
release but was technologically ahead of Wolfenstein 3D.60 However, Ultima Underworld also
had steeper hardware requirements and moved slowly on most systems. Wolfenstein 3D could
work on just about any computer and processed smoothly, so it became more popular than
Ultima Underworld.61

Some images from Wolfenstein 3D. Top left: the title screen. Top right: The game in action; here, the player, wielding a
luger, encounters a Nazi soldier. Bottom left: id’s promotional page from the “Read This!” section, accessed from
Wolfenstein 3D’s menu. Bottom right: Another page from the same section. Messages like this typically appeared
in computer games which had shareware versions. If someone playing had obtained the full game illegally, their
conscious might be swayed to pay up.
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Most importantly for gaming, Wolfenstein 3D was the first “first-person shooter (FPS)”
game. A first-person shooter is a game in which the player sees through the character’s eyes
(first-person) and wields a variety of guns. Gameplay consisted of navigating labyrinths,
shooting enemies, and solving occasional puzzles.62 First-person games had existed before id
software, as had first-person action games, but this particular style had not. It was pioneered by
id. The first-person shooter genre quickly became and has remained the most popular style of
game. Today such FPS franchises as Call of Duty and Halo are some of the best-selling titles in
games.63
Wolfenstein 3D’s success convinced id to work on their own. They cut ties with Apogee
and began releasing their own games. After making a sequel to Wolfenstein 3D, entitled Spear of
Destiny, id began work on Doom. They teased the game by posting news about it online. The
legion of id fans, in love with the company because of Wolfenstein 3D, eagerly awaited it.
On December 10th, 1993, thousands of gamers sat in front of their computer monitors
waiting for Doom. They were all chatting with each other on Internet Relay Chat (IRC) while
also logged on to a file transfer site on the University of Wisconsin’s networks. Already having
slipped schedule once, Doom would fall short of its intended time of release once again, but only
by a few minutes.
At midnight, Wilbur, sitting at the id offices with the others crowded around him, tried
uploading the file for Doom shareware to the transfer site. But he couldn’t connect because of the
number of gamers waiting online. Wilbur had to ask all the gamers to disconnect from the server,
and when Doom shareware had been uploaded, the University of Wisconsin’s network crashed as
62
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people flooded the site. It would not be the only network to crash as gamers across the world
eagerly downloaded the game.
Doom was a gaming revolution. Integral to its success was everything that had made
Wolfenstein 3D great: a fast 3D graphics engine, first-person shooter action, and successful use
of the shareware model. The design of Doom remains one of the best of any FPS title.
Wolfenstein 3D had been impressive, but the graphics engine had required every wall to be at a
ninety degree angle and to be the same height. There were also no detailed textures applied to the
ceilings or floors—both were just solid gray. In Doom, walls could be at any angle and could
vary in height. Every surface could be textured as well. This meant much more variety in the
level design and appearance of the game. The levels in Doom were full of twisting, turning
pathways, stairs, and more geometric variety overall. It was quite a step up from the grid-like
Wolfenstein 3D.
On top of this was Doom’s advanced lighting. In Wolfenstein 3D, the entire gameworld
was the same level of brightness. In Doom, some areas were bright, others darker; distant walls
could appear dark and gradually become more visible as the player approached.
The fictional backdrop of Doom was inspired by id’s love of technology and dark
fantasy: as a marine stationed in a research facility on one of Mars’ moons, a player finds himself
the sole survivor after a sudden invasion of demons. To dispatch these demons, players had a
variety of weapons available to them. There were more weapons to use and more enemies to
fight in Doom than in Wolfenstein 3D.64 This, along with the more advanced architecture and
lighting, made Doom’s singleplayer mode more immersive than Wolfenstein 3D’s.

Though the action gameplay was a large part of Doom, it wasn’t all there was to the game. Part of the fun was
exploring, looking for secret areas and searching for different keycards to unlock doors. The level design in Doom
remains ingenious.
64
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Above are a couple screen captures from Doom. On the left: some beautiful outdoor scenery. On the right: an Imp
approaches the player within the bowels of the research facility. This image gives a good demonstration of Doom’s
dynamic lighting.

The graphics technology—phenomenal at the time—was key to the Doom experience.
Looking back, Carmack explains:
We [id Software] were making really big strides almost every single game, every year.
Doom was a really significant inflection point for things because, all of a sudden, the
[gameworld] was vivid enough that normal people could look at a computer game and
understand what computer gamers were always excited about.65
Playing Doom was like entering another world.
Current id employee Tim Willits decided he had to design games after first playing
Doom. During the “20 Years of id” panel at QuakeCon 2011, Willits shared his first Doom
experience:
I got a new computer, I was in college, [and I] downloaded the shareware version of
Doom. I was running around the first room and I thought that was the entire demo. I
thought ‘This game’s pretty cool.’
But Willits didn’t realize that at the end of one of the hallways was a door that led to much more
of the game. When he finally discovered that door, and opened it, everything clicked:
I know this sounds silly… but, when that door opened and I saw the rest of the game
and… the world in front of me, that was the moment that my life changed, and I knew
that I wanted to make [games]… I would drive to college in the morning [and] daydream
about working at id Software.

“Doom III Legacy”, Gamespot.com video feature, May 23, 2002. [http://www.gamespot.com/doom3/videos/doom-iii-legacy-movie-2867475/]. Downloaded.
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Willits’ dream came true when, in 1995, he was hired by id. (Willits had gotten id’s attention by
the modifications he had made to Doom—more on this below.)

A couple screen captures from the opening level of Doom, which blew away Willits, among millions of other gamers. As
mentioned in a footnote above, exploring the gameworld was as big a part of Doom as the action gameplay.

As much as the single-player experience amazed gamers, there was more to Doom than
that. The game also had a network multiplayer mode. Local Area Network multiplayer (LAN
multiplayer) already existed and had been used in games before Doom. But no game that offered
LAN multiplayer had the fast, visceral action of Doom. In its multiplayer mode players fought
against each other with all the weapons used in the single-player mode. The appeal was, rather
than fighting computer controlled artificial intelligence as in the single-player, players could
fight other humans. The multiplayer, dubbed “deathmatch” by Romero, had offices and college
computer labs taken over by gamers setting up LANs and playing deathmatch for hours on end.
Deathmatch has remained a fixture of multiplayer in first-person shooters since.
From a business standpoint, Doom’s phenomenal success using the shareware model was
very impressive. By releasing Doom as shareware, id did not have to shop the game to publishers
or retailers or pay for advertising. Word of the game was spread through the “computer
underground,” with id posting news over online Bulletin Board Systems (BBSs), which were
early online discussion forums. Publications such as Forbes and The New York Times noted
Doom’s success and its wide profit margin. Doom made id as big as Microsoft in terms of profit
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margin, yet id was a small company of seven at the time of Doom’s release. Wolfenstein 3D
created the first-person shooter, but Doom firmly cemented it as a fixture of the gaming
industry.66
A wave of “Doom-clones” flooded the PC games market in wake of id’s success. In most
of these cases, id had licensed their Doom graphics engine out to the game’s developers. This
was an unprecedented move considering that most game company’s held on to their software
technology tightly. Some of the Doom-clones were overseen by id itself, such as Raven
Software’s medieval fantasy-themed FPS Heretic (released in 1994). Miller’s Apogee Software
created Rise of the Triad, which not only bore resemblance to Doom but also to Wolfenstein 3D
with its Nazi-like enemies.
It wasn’t just professional game designers who got their hands on the Doom technology.
Players did as well. Gamers had been hacking into game code and altering games long before
Doom. They would alter a game’s code to give their characters invulnerability, more weapons
and additional powers, and tinker with the game in other ways. But modifying games—making
“mods”—could be difficult. After seeing the large number of Wolfenstein 3D mods, Carmack
organized the programming data in Doom to make it more accessible for modders. This was the
“hacker ethic” at work: Carmack wanted his code to be open for people to use and modify.67
Some of the mods were impressive: one Doom mod, called StarDoom, replaced the game’s
demon enemies with storm troopers from Star Wars and replaced the game’s sounds with Star
Wars sounds.68
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Kushner, op. cit., chs. 9 and 10; both these chapters provide extensive information on the development of Doom
and on its ensuing success.
67
Willits, mentioned above, was hired from the Doom mod community. It’s still common for game companies to
search for talent among mod creators.
68
Ibid., 165-169.
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Although Doom, at this point, was not a retail release, it was king of the shareware world.
Id had become a multimillion dollar company. In October 1994 id released Doom II as shareware
and retail (id had teamed up with publisher GT Interactive to distribute the retail version). The
immersive, addictive single player and network modes made the first two Dooms great games.
Id followed them up with the Quake series of games. Quake, released on June 22, 1996,
was even more of a technological achievement than Doom. It was the first fully 3D game: not
just the gameworld, but the monsters, the weapons, the items, the objects, everything was made
up of 3D polygons. But it was not the graphics alone that made Quake a gaming phenomenon.
The signature first-person shooter gameplay which id had invented back with Wolfenstein 3D
and reiterated in Doom was back and as well done as before.69

A couple screen captures from Quake. Comparing these with the Doom images above gives a clear indication of the
leap from Doom’s quasi-3D to Quake’s full 3D polygons and gameworld. On the right, a fiend leaps at the player—
moments like these made Quake a game experience unlike any other when it first came out.

Quake also took a step beyond Doom’s technology with its multiplayer. Multiplayer in
Doom had required players to be present with each other in a LAN setup while playing. Quake
technology allowed players to connect over the Internet and play deathmatch with anyone,
anywhere. This did not happen entirely by design, though. In Carmack’s own words:
69

Quake was one of the first FPS games to make using a mouse vital to being able to play the game well. With
Doom and other pre-Quake FPS games, many just used a keyboard, which was doable as there was just one plane,
left and right, on which to look and aim. In Quake players could look all around, anywhere, and so the mouse helped
substantially with aiming.
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The internet gaming aspect [with Quake] was almost an accident… The idea of playing
over the internet was always there, but I didn’t think it would be practical for many
people due to the long latencies and variable performance of typical connections. When it
turned out that people were [playing online] despite the low quality, it gave me the
incentive to develop [QuakeWorld].70
“QuakeWorld” was one of two free programs Carmack wrote for Quake after its release.
QuakeWorld made network play over the internet in Quake more efficient (as Carmack says
above).
But even before QuakeWorld made Quake’s multiplayer more playable, gamers had
already been forming Quake clans. “The Breakfast Club” and “Impulse 9” were among the first
that formed soon after Quake’s launch. Hundreds more clans would spring up around the world.
They met online, competing against each other in Quake’s deathmatch mode. They popularized
the whole idea of the “cyberathlete”. QuakeCon, an annual convention held each year, was
founded by id fans who gathered near id’s office in Dallas and held a Quake tournament. The
QuakeWorld launch event itself was a LAN setup of Quake. In a video made of the event,
gamers talked about Quake as a great competitive experience, all agreeing that the 3D graphics
made it unlike any game previously released. It was Carmack’s most impressive achievement at
the time.
Quake, like Doom, also popularized game modifications. One of the most popular online
multiplayer game series today, Team Fortress, began as a Quake-mod. Id also licensed out the
Quake engine to developers, as they had done with Doom.
Looking back on Quake, Carmack remembers the workload: “I have a bit more subdued
memory of Quake than many of our other projects, because the development was so tough. I had
bitten off a little more than I could chew with all the big steps at once—full 3D world, 3D

“Quake’s 15th Anniversary,” the Bethesda Blog, entry posted June 22, 2011,
[http://www.bethblog.com/2011/06/22/quakes-15th-anniversary/] Last accessed 10-1-12.
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characters, … client / server networking, etc.”71 But despite the challenge, Carmack pulled off
some of the most solid code ever written for a game. Segments of the Quake code are still used
in games today.72
Id software followed up Quake with Quake II, which was released on November 30,
1997. Quake II wasn’t near as big a technological advance as Quake, but it nonetheless added
several improvements to the Quake engine. Id’s next game, Quake III: Arena, was multiplayer
only and was built on an entirely new graphics engine. The Quake III engine became the
standard technology for PC action games, as several games, including the original Call of Duty,
were built on Quake III’s technology.
From their founding in 1991 through the release of Quake III Arena in 1999, id pioneered
a new game genre, created the most impressive 3D graphics engines at the time, popularized
online multiplayer and game modding, and bolstered the PC as a powerful gaming platform.
With each step id’s output got bigger and better: Wolfenstein 3D introduced the first-person
shooter; Doom blew it to new proportions and brought “deathmatch” to life; Quake was the first
fully 3D game.
These achievements could only have been done on the PC, and not just because of the
technological power of the platform, but also because of its openness. To design a game for one
of the console systems, id or any developer would have had to go through a publisher, and
ultimately the console manufacturer (Nintendo, Sega, etc.). On a PC, id could get their work “out
there” by releasing portions of their games online. Shareware did not exist for consoles, and it
couldn’t exist for consoles, as those machines could not connect online.
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Ibid.
It wasn’t Carmack alone who wrote the Quake engine, though. Because of the heavy workload, Carmack brought
on Michael Abrash, veteran programmer who had been working at Microsoft, as his right-hand man on Quake. As
Carmack himself has said, “much of what came after [Quake] still has [Abrash’s] fingerprints on it.”
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The shareware model allowed id to work on their own terms. They could experiment and
design as they wished—they made games by their own rules. This was true of any computer
game developer at the time, but especially the ones who practiced shareware.
Though currently the shareware model has been long out of practice and the PC is less
open than it was in the early ‘90s, at the time of id’s rise to fame and fortune the computer
underground was an open frontier where passionate visionaries like those at id created the most
important technology for the games industry.
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-Section 5: Looking Glass Studios’ Contribution
Id Software was one of the key game companies in the ‘90s since they created the firstperson shooter, but another, less well known, company pioneered an approach to game design
that has thrived in the industry since. That company, Looking Glass Studios, was founded in
1990 by former Origin employee Paul Neurath.73 Looking Glass was a company as focused on
game design as it was on technology. Its philosophy throughout its ten year tenure was to create
innovative, unique game experiences.
Neurath wanted Looking Glass to be a game design think-tank, where new ideas and
philosophies of game design were discussed, analyzed, and then implemented. He hired a group
of recent MIT grads to bolster the developer’s mission. Ken Levine, current creative director at
Irrational Games, recalls the studio’s approach:
It was like being in university. Their [Looking Glass’] focus was building up principles
of game design that would turn games from being something where we sort of guessed
what would be fun to putting a theory on it and then building on those theories to move
forward with confidence. They all came from MIT, a place where they could all define a
problem set. They brought that thinking to games.74
Looking Glass never made a game that could be classified as part of a standard genre—“roleplaying game”, “first-person shooter”—rather, their games were a blend of different genres.
Neurath’s inspiration was Dungeon Master, a 1987 computer role-playing game which
was set in the first-person perspective. Neurath remembers its impact on himself: “In the latter
1980s a game called Dungeon Master was released on the Amiga [note: one of Commodore
Computing’s home computers]. While the game play was fairly standard fare, its first person 3D
perspective, with detailed bitmapped walls and animated sprite [2D image] monsters, [gave it]
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The studio was founded as Blue Sky Productions, then its name was changed to Looking Glass Technologies, but
soon after to Looking Glass Studios. I will only refer to them as Looking Glass Studios in this section, the name they
are known by most.
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Donovan, op. cit., 256-257.
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more impact and immediacy than prior CRPGs. This game provided a glimpse into the future.”75
Dungeon Master had ingredients which Looking Glass used in their games: a first-person
perspective coupled with gameplay that was part action and part role-playing.
Looking Glass’ first release was Ultima Underworld. Originally titled Underworld, but
renamed after publisher Origin suggested the game tie in with its Ultima series, Ultima
Underworld was directly inspired by Dungeon Master. “I decided to try my hand at a traditional
fantasy CRPG game, but with a new approach that would bring even more immediacy than
Dungeon Master,” says Neurath. Underworld combined first-person action gameplay with the
role-playing game elements of character development and non-linear exploration.76 It was a 3D
action/role-playing-game hybrid. It was also one of the first 3D games to use texture-mapping.77
Ultima Underworld’s steep technical requirements kept it from attaining the recognition
Wolfenstein 3D had, which was released a day prior (May 5th, 1992). But Ultima Underworld did
sell around half a million and would become a classic PC game. It also had a more advanced, if
slower, graphics engine than Wolfenstein 3D. Neurath remembers the team’s reaction to
Underworld’s game engine: “Within a few months we put together a prototype which
demonstrated walking smoothly around a 3D dungeon rendered with texture mapping. Even
though it was a rough prototype, nobody had seen anything like it before, and a lot of mouths
gaped wide open.”78
The game itself had players explore a large, underground labyrinth. The primary goal was
to locate the kidnapped daughter of the king of Brittannia—one of Ultima’s fictional settings—
Paul Neurath, “The Story of Ultima Underworld.” Posted at Through the Looking Glass, ttlg.com.
[www.ttlg.com/articles/uw1.asp]. Last accessed: 6-19-12. No longer available.
76
“Non-linear exploration” in games means that a player can explore around in the gameworld as he or she wishes,
without being forced down a “linear” path.
77
Neurath gave Romero (of id software) the idea to use texture-mapping, which id then used as the basis for
Wolfenstein 3D.
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Paul Neurath, “The Story of Ultima Underworld” and Donovan, op. cit., 256-257.
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but players could explore as they wished. This underworld had monsters, but also towns full of
humans and different races of goblins. In RPG fashion players spent time slaying monsters and
exploring out in the labyrinths but also chatting and trading in the towns.

Screen capture from Ultima Underworld. The main view of the gameworld is bordered by the character, inventory,
and menu screens. When compared to Wolfenstein 3D, it’s clear that Ultima Underworld was the more detailed of the
two games. This also meant it didn’t process as smoothly as Wolfenstein 3D, though.

Looking Glass added in old books and letters throughout the gameworld, which players
could read to learn the back-story of the labyrinth and its cities. This subtle integration of
narrative into the game was another of Looking Glass’ innovations. They would use this
narrative design in later games, each time making atmosphere and story central to their games as
much as gameplay.
Looking Glass followed up Ultima Underworld with a sequel very similar to the first.
After that, the company continued making hard-to-categorize game experiences. These included
1994’s System Shock, which was a more cerebral Doom-esque experience. One of Looking
Glass’ most well-made and most successful games was 1998’s Thief: The Dark Project. It was a
game built on the concept of emergent gameplay.
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Looking Glass was the foremost pioneer of emergent gameplay, a style of gameplay
which gave the player multiple options, both in tools and paths, to proceed through any scenario.
Most games gave players a direct path: in CRPGs, this was killing monsters and exploring in
order to level up. In FPSs, it was shooting, conserving ammo, and proceeding in a fairly
straightforward manner. A game built on emergent gameplay would not give the player a single,
obvious mean to success.
In Thief, players assumed the role of a young thief named Garrett and explored manors,
haunted crypts, prisons, and other locale in a dark, medieval-fantasy setting. Objectives included
stealing loot, sneaking past guards, listening in on conversations, and reading any letters or
journals scattered about. Players could approach levels in a variety of ways: equipped with a
sword and bow, players could kill every guard (or other enemy) in a level; or they could choose
only to use a blackjack, knocking out the occasional guard and avoiding confrontation for the
most part; or they could choose not to use any weapon and avoid confrontation altogether. Any
one of these approaches had its own benefits and shortcomings. Other tools given to players
helped them sneak, trick, or possibly fight their way through each mission. Thief encouraged
players to improvise.79

Greg Kasavin put it well in his 1998 Gamespot.com review of Thief: “Since technology has evolved faster than
good ideas, it's easier than ever to be jaded about computer games… [Thief] may look like just another first-person
shooter, but its emphasis on stealth, strategy, and ingenuity, coupled with its strong narrative structure and excellent
mission design, adds up to a game that's stylish, serious, rewarding, and unique.”
79
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A screen capture from Thief. Trying to get inside a place by the front entrance, such as at Lord Bafford’s
manor (front entrance to it pictured above), was not the wisest thing to do in Thief. Each place in the game had multiple
entrances players could choose to search for.

Ultima Underworld and Thief remain among the most well-respected games released. But
even though Looking Glass made some of the greatest game experiences on the PC, or any
platform, the studio went defunct in 2000.80 Their unorthodox approach to game design and
willingness to take risk—and not just try to appeal to the mainstream—was one of the factors
which did them in.

LGS logo circa 1998.

Former Looking Glass employee Nate Wells sums up the company’s spirit: “Not always
knowing if things will work… trying anything, and being willing to fail…[these things] defined
Looking Glass.” Had they been making games for console systems—such as the Sony
The reason for Looking Glass’ closure is complex and won’t be included in this paper, but part of it was a few
unfortunate financial risks the company had made over their ten year lifespan. Despite the company closing, a large,
dedicated fan community still plays and makes mods for Looking Glass’ games.
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Playstation—they would not have even lasted as long as they did. Looking Glass’ experimental
style needed the less-mainstream PC platform and its niche user-base.
Looking Glass left a legacy to the games industry. Their style of game—mixing roleplaying and action game elements, integrating narrative subtly, and crafting an immersive
atmosphere—inspired some of the games industry’s most successful hits in the 2000s.
In recent years, because of games like Irrational Games’ Bioshock (released 2007) or
Arkane Studios’ Dishonored (released 2012)—both built with Looking Glass DNA—more
gamers have become aware of Looking Glass and their important legacy not just to PC gaming,
but to the games industry as a whole.
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-Section 6: A Note on Games Since the ‘90s
Besides id Software and Looking Glass Studios, dozens of other PC game studios sent
waves through the games industry in the ‘90s. Developers like Epic Megagames and Valve
Software built on id’s FPS model. Epic’s Unreal and Valve’s Half-Life, both 1998 releases, were
the first FPS games to take the spotlight away from id. Each of them focused as much on crafting
atmosphere and story as they did on action gameplay.81
Companies like Bioware and Bethesda Softworks continued the CRPG lineage with
games like Bethesda’s The Elder Scrolls: Arena (1994) or Bioware’s Baldur’s Gate (1998).
These games and others, on top of id’s and Looking Glass’ releases, made the ‘90s a golden era
for PC gaming, when that platform led the industry in innovation.
But since that decade, things have not gone the PC’s way. Beginning in 2001 with the
launch of Microsoft’s Xbox, consoles gradually became the dominant force in the industry. Gone
were the days of the ‘80s and ‘90s when both home computer games and console games
developed separately, in their own worlds. Game genres such as the first-person shooter and
computer role-playing game made their way to consoles; online gaming came to consoles,
beginning with Microsoft’s Xbox Live service; and many traditionally PC-game developers
began making games for consoles.
The PC didn’t die as a gaming platform, but it did get held back. Designers built their
games for the console systems—such as the Xbox 360—and would then make a port of the same
game for the PC. These ports would be shoddy and “watered-down.” The platform that once got
powerful games like Doom or Ultima Underworld was now getting second-rate versions of big
releases.
Epic’s Unreal was built on technology written by programmer Tim Sweeney. The Unreal Engine was the first
graphics engine to directly compete with id’s technology. Meanwhile Valve’s Half-Life was built on the Quake
code.
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Games also got easier. When CRPG developers made games just for the PC, they knew
their audience—PC gamers—could take a challenge. But to appeal to the mass market of console
games, developers have toned down the difficulty and complexity in their games. This is not true
across the board, but it is the rule and not the exception. CRPG developer Bioware, who made
daunting games such as 1998’s Baldur’s Gate, currently are making games like 2010’s Mass
Effect 2. Far less than a CRPG, ME2 is more like a straightforward action game.
This trend has been aggravating given that the most important conventions in gaming
came from the PC. It was on the PC that the first 3D games were made, that the first online
games were made; and from that platform came the two most popular styles of game today, the
first-person shooter and the computer role-playing game.
In the past few years, though, the PC has regained much of the respect it lost. Developers
have started putting more time and effort behind PC versions of their games. Classic “PC-style”
games have harkened back to the glory days of that platform: 2007’s Bioshock was built on
Looking Glass principles harkening back to Ultima Underworld; 2009’s Dragon Age: Origins
was a spiritual successor to the CRPGs of old; 2011’s Battlefield 3 was touted by its developers
as a PC game first, and, as a gigantic online multiplayer game, it lived up to that claim.
One reason for this comeback of the PC as a gaming platform is the shift towards digital
distribution of games. With consoles still largely based on disc-media, the PC—which has
leading digital distribution platforms such as Valve’s Steam—has regained importance.
Where the industry will go next is anyone’s guess—considering the rate at which
technology grows, today’s sci-fi fantasy could be tomorrow’s reality. Id Software’s Carmack has
lately been promoting a virtual reality headset designed by engineer Palmer Luckey. It could be
the next big step in games-immersion since Carmack’s own 3D graphics engines. And Valve
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Software has been researching “wearable computing”, part of the field of augmented reality,
which, along with virtual reality, could represent the next advancement in gaming.82 Lots of
great minds—programmers, engineers, artists—are researching software and hardware
technology that will change gaming. Whatever the next big step will be, one thing’s for sure: it
will happen on the PC.

Augmented reality refers to overlaying onto reality things which aren’t there; like if a pair of glasses made a
display of the temperature appear floating in front of the wearer. Virtual reality refers to complete simulation—
games are, strictly speaking, examples of virtual reality.
82
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-Closing Words
The history of games, to put it in a fancy illustration, is the story of a creative maelstrom
that started bellowing in the computer underground before blowing over into the mainstream. It’s
filled with a lot of characters, ideas, and excitement—legions more than were covered here.
Gaming history is also a story of creativity and technology intersecting. Other forms of
media, such as movies or music, incorporate technology, but none do so on the level of games.
Games, PC or otherwise, are the products of equal parts technical sophistication and creative
energy. Regardless of what one may think of the final product of games, their existence
represents some of the most highly detailed, intelligent, difficult, and meticulous work human
beings have ever done.83
Carmack echoed such feeling while speaking at QuakeCon 2011:
People don’t understand that [most disciplines] don’t have a fraction of the breadth of
what we deal with in building games… It sounds trivial… we’re building these
entertainment applications [that] people spend their odd moments on, but the truth is it’s
incredibly sophisticated and detailed… I’m more interested by the challenges of the
things [in game design] than [by] just about anything else I can think of.
Carmack, in addition to his work in game design, is also a rocket scientist. He often says that,
compared to his work in games, his work in rocketry is simple.
That the games industry even exists—that these things called video or computer games
are even products which are sold and which have a foothold in popular culture—is incredible
considering the work that must go into them. They don’t have to exist. They do only because
groups of computer science students, who worked with computers all day, felt that these
machines were not just for serious computation but also for fun and creativity.

Especially when one considers the kind of games the majority of this paper covers (id’s games, Looking Glass’
games, CRPGs…etc.). These aren’t simple games like arcade games, but are meticulously structured virtual worlds
with many, many hours of often complex gameplay.
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In writing this paper, I used the games themselves as sources. Especially with id Software’s and Looking Glass
Studios’ games, I wrote in part based on my experience of the games. But throughout the whole paper, the games
served as sources for parts of what I said in describing them and commenting on them. I include the games cited
here, with the title, designer(s) or company, original platform of release, and date of completion or release. I do not
include every game I referenced in the paper, but only the ones which were a major part of it.
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Images Cited (by section)85
-Preface:
The image of Dan Edwards and Peter Sampson playing SpaceWar is from the PDP-1 Restoration
Project exhibit, at the Computer History Museum, online, computerhistory.org. [http://pdp1.computerhistory.org/pdp-1/index.php?f=theme&s=4&ss=3]. Last accessed 11-22-12.
-Section 1:
The image from Pong is from the Computer History Timeline Exhibit, at the Computer History
Museum, online, computerhistory.org. [http://www.computerhistory.org/timeline/?category=gg].
Last accessed 11-22-12.
The image from Super Mario Bros. is a screen capture taken from the game.
-Section 2:
The cover art of Chainmail is from the Gamespy “The History of Dungeons and Dragons Part 1”
feature, page 2. [http://pc.gamespy.com/articles/538/538262p2.html]. Last accessed 11-22-12.
The cover art of Dungeons and Dragons is from the same source as above, page 4.
[http://pc.gamespy.com/articles/538/538262p4.html]. Last accessed 11-22-12.
-Section 3:
The images from Akalabeth and Ultima are screen captures taken from the games.
-Section 4:
The images from Commander Keen, Wolfenstein 3D, Doom, and Quake are screen captures
taken from the games.

Images described as “screen captures taken from the game(s)” means it is a screenshot I took from my copy of the
game.
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-Section 5:
The images from Ultima Underworld and Thief: The Dark Project are screen captures taken
from the games.
The image of the Looking Glass Studios logo is a screen capture from the opening of Thief: The
Dark Project.
-(Section 7 and Closing Words had no images)

